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ABSTRACT
Touber> L. , 1990. Landforms and Soils of Isiolo District, Kenya} A site
evaluation for rangeland use. Wageningen (The Netherlands), The Winand Staring
Centre. Report 29. 67 p. 8 figs., 5 tables, 1 map and legend, 3 Annexes.

Within the framework of the Range Management Handbook Project, Kenya, an inventory has been carried out of landforms and soils of Isiolo District at a scale
of 1 i 1 000 000. It concerns a site evaluation for rangeland use, which is
based on a limited amount of field observations, and relies heavily on visual
interpretation of satellite imagery. The physical data of landforms and soils
are interpreted for aspects of primary production (fertility and soil-water
relationships) and for management aspects (erosion status and -hazard» accessibility for livestock» flooding hazard» possibilities for the construction of
dams and waterpans). Due attention is paid to the local terminology (Borani
language) for the ecological land types present.
Annex I deals with the organisational and logistic aspects.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The Range Management Handbook Project is a collaboration
project between the Ministry of Livestock Development of Kenya
and the German Organisation for Technical Cooperation (GTZ).
It aims at the inventory of the potential for extensive rangeland use of the dry northern and northeastern regions of
Kenya, through studies on climate, landforms, vegetation,
soils and hydrological and socio-economic aspects.
It is the purpose to present the results of these inventories
per District in the form of 1 : 1 million scale maps and their
interpretation. Maps and reports should be easily intelligable
to staff of the extension services and planning division of
the Ministry of Livestock Development.
The Winand Staring Centre (formerly STIBOKA) already participated in the inventory of landforms and soils of Marsabit,
Wajir, Mandera, Samburu and Baringo Districts. The present
report deals with the landforms and soils of Isiolo District.
As was the case with former district surveys, the present one
is based on satellite image interpretation and a restricted
amount of field observations. Field checks were directed
towards the assessment of range potential rather than towards
the execution of a conventional "multi-purpose" soil survey.
Hence it is preferred to use the term "Site evaluation for
rangeland use" as subtitle for these land inventories.
Acknowledgements are contained in the mission report, Annex I.
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2

METHODS

2.1

General

Survey methods have been described in a separate volume, dealing with the general approach to small-scale inventories of
soil and vegetation resources in the context of the Range Management Handbook Project (Touber, 1988). Aspects of this
methodology, as far as specific for the present survey, will
be only dealt with here.

2.2

Materials

All existing previous studies concerning the area were consulted as much as possible during the interpretation of satellite imagery. JThese comprise mainly the Exploratory Soil Map
of Kenya (Sombroek et al., 1982) and all available geological
maps and reports. The literature list contains these
publications.
When preparing field surveys, much emphasis is given to the
interpretation of remote sensing material. Use was made of
1 : 500 000 scale Landsat images taken during the dry seasons
of 1976 and 1979. Also 1 : 250 000 scale SPOT images were
consulted, which were kindly provided by the EMI Isiolo
Livestock Project. In addition to the rather outdated
1 : 250 000 scale topographic sheets of the Survey of Kenya,
information on the location of oil company exploration lines
(BEICIP, 1982) was indispensible for the planning of field
observations.

2.3

Survey activities

Field survey took place in February 1990. The number of actual
field survey days that were spent on field data gathering
amounts to twenty. A total of 112 observation points were
established, at which points both the soil surveyor and the
vegetation scientist recorded their data simultaneously. Apart
from recording field data at these points, vegetation and
soils were viewed while travelling between points. Fig. 1
gives these locations and a reliability diagram. It may be
clear that not all landform/soil/vegetation types have been
covered by field visits as one would judge necessary for a
100% reliable description. This is however inherent to the
scale at which the Project operates, and not in conflict with
the planned projects output, which calls for a general
overview of the natural resources of each District.
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The vegetation scientist initiated interviews with local
people, knowledgeable as to plant species and the performance
of the rangeland. Vernacular soil names were included in the
obtained information. These names denominate rangeland
habitats rather than mere soil types, and contain information
regarding preferences of livestock and constraints to
pastoralism during the various seasons. This type of data is
obviously very valuable for the evaluation of soil and
vegetation data for rangeland use. This complies also with one
of the requirements of the Handbook: Thanks to the local
terminology the information is more accessible and useful to
the local authorities.
Upon completion of the survey a reconnaissance flight was made
over the District, in order to view areas that in the mean
time had become inaccessible due to early rains.

2.4

Map and report preparation

Map and legend have been prepared according to the standard
procedure as described in volume I of the Handbook. The
1 : 500 000 scale satellite image interpretation map has been
corrected and amended according to the field data. The final
basic document is a landforms and soils map at scale
1 : 500 000. However, the survey intensity (density of
observations) does not justify a publication of the map at
this scale. It is only for presentation purposes that the map
has not been reduced to its originally intended scale of
1 : 1 000 000. Thus, all further information as contained in
the present report should be regarded as if obtained from a
1 : 1 million scale survey.
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3

SURVEY RESULTS

3.1

Summary of landforms, rock types and soils of Isiolo
District

The Landforms and Soil map (See Annex in folder) separates
twenty seven different types of land, each with its own
typical set of environmental characteristics and rangeland
qualities. They are grouped here as follows:
a. Landforms developed on Precambrian Basement System rocks.
b. Basalt plateaus of Plio - Pleistocene age (Merti's).
c. Basalt flows of Pleistocene - Recent age.
d. Sedimentary plains of marine origin (Plio - Pleistocene Bay
sediments).
e. Piedmont plains, built up of sediments derived from
Basement System rocks.
f. Older riverine sedimentary plains, to be separated in
moderately well drained sands, loams, clays; and
imperfectly drained clay plains.
g. Younger riverine plains and present day Ewaso Ngiro
floodplains.
Fig. 2 illustrates how these landform - groups are distributed
over the District.
a. The southern half of the District is largely occupied by
landforms developed on gneisses of Precambrian age. They are
mainly erosional plains (End - Tertiairy Peneplains) of gently
undulating relief. Part of these plains (the Garba Tula area
dividing Tana river and Ewaso Ngiro catchment) shows deep,
strongly weathered and leached reddish sandy clay loam soils.
These are known as Wayama soils in local language. In broad
zones along the Ewaso Ngiro valley, and towards the Tana
River, the plains are increasingly dissected, and soils become
more shallow and stony, and also richer in primary weatherable
minerals (Chari - soils in Boran). They are strongly
calcareous over some large areas.
All Hills and Footslopes formed in Precambrian gneisses are
rather limited in extent in Isiolo, and occur mainly west of
Isiolo Town. They are not separately indicated in Figure 2 for
reasons of scale. Their location appears on the Landforms and
Soils map at scale 1 : 500.000.
b. In the Central and Northern part of the District, as well
as along the northwestern border with Marsabit District, large
table lands stand out in the otherwise almost flat surrounding
plains ("Merti's" in Samburu language). They originate from
basalt (lava) flows of Plio - Pleistocene age, deposited on
the land-surface that existed by that time. The hard basalt
forms a protective "cap" over the softer underlying rock. Thus
it has preserved the original surface level from being eroded
to the present day level of the surrounding plains.
The extensive, flat "table" surface is covered by very deep
calcareous reddish brown clays, often with scattered stones.
These soils are called Malbe or Malbe-bule in Borani language.
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c. The volcanic hill-mass of the Nyambeni's in Meru District
has a series of basalt flows at its base. These stretch North
and North-West into Southern Isiolo District, covering the
Basement System erosional plains. The basalt flows are of
various age, ranging from Pleistocene to Recent, consequently
showing various degrees of stoniness and rockiness. The
topography is mainly almost flat, but "terraced" in small,
level steps. Towards the Nyambeni Hills, the topography is
more sloping.
Soils are a complex of deep, heavy, black clays, and more
shallow, brown to reddish brown gravelly clay loams, both in
various degrees of rockiness and (surface) stoniness. Boran
indicate these areas as Bule or Malbe-bule.
(Included in this landforms-soils group are the cone-shaped
volcanic ash hills near Kula Mawe, and the Recent lavaflows
between Isiolo and Archers' Post.)
A similar landform-soils complex is found on the basalt flow
belonging to the Marsabit hill-mass, the lowest edge of which
just crosses the Marsabit - Isiolo boundary in the North of
the District.
d. An extensive slightly undulating sedimentary area is formed
by marine sediments (Bay-sediments) of Plio-Pleistocene age.
These constitute part of the so called "sealing loam" plains
of NE Kenya, which have a larger extent in Garissa and Wajir
Districts on both sides of the Ewaso Ngiro valley.
Soils are characterized by a thin, structureless topsoil that
abruptly overlies a hard and massive, sodic subsoil. In
upslope position soils have a thick coarse sandy surface
layer; downslope soils are more clayey.
In spite of unfavourable physical properties (from
agricultural point of view) these Omara soils, as they are
called in Borani, reportedly are regarded as "the best" areas
for goats and cattle.
e. Piedmont plains dominate the Central-Western part of the
District. These extensive very low-angle slopes are built of
sediments deposited by numerous parallel ephemeral rivers.
These come from the erosional plains on Basement System rocks
in the West.
The land almost imperceptibly slopes down towards the NE, with
a very gently undulating mesorelief. Higher parts have well
drained, deep and compact sandy loam and clay loam soils,
partly with a sealed surface (Omara-dima in Borani). The lower
parts have mostly imperfectly to poorly drained clay soils
(Halbe, Omara-bor).
f. Most of the Northern half of the District is covered by
older riverine sedimentary plains. They are the in-filled wide
valley systems of both lagh Bogul and the joint Milgis/Ewaso
Ngiro. Higher level, moderately well drained areas of sandy
soils can be separated from lower lying, extensive flat clay
plains of poorer drainage.
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The higher level area exists of fine sandy loams with numerous
wide, round and shallow depressions of more clayey soils.
These depressions are ponded during the rains. This probably
causes the area to be densely frequented during this season,
judging also by the degraded aspect that the higher sandy
soils offer. Sealing and wind erosion are prominent features.
Soils are indicated as Ramata, Omara, Omara-bor and Malbe,
going from high/sandy to low/clayey.
The lower level flat clay plains have deep reddish brown,
cracking clays. They are flooded only in years of excessive
rains (twice in the last ten years). During the dry season the
area is avoided due to lack of browse and grazing, and due to
dustiness that bothers especially goats and cattle. During
rains the area is inaccessible due to stickiness of the wet
clay. Soils are called Malbe-hurufi (= soft, dusty clay soil)
and Malbe-dimtu (= red clay soil).
g. The deposits and activities of the present day Ewaso Ngiro
Floodplain and its extent of the recent past, form the
highlight of the District. The relief is flat, with minor
differences in local elevation, and hence in drainage
condition, due to a pattern of levees and backswamps. The
older levee system (mapping unit PsA3) shows and undulating
meso relief due to local small dune formation. The surrounding
backswamps are flat and less well drained, and seasonaly
flooded (mapping unit A M only in years of excessive rains;
mapping unit AA2 almost yearly).
Soils are generally speaking of high natural fertility. Local
names are: Ramata-ade for the well drained fine sandy loams in
the higher positions; Malbe, Malbe-hurufi, Malbe-silai are
names for the clays and clay loams of the depressions.
There exist various detailed soil studies on this area, in
connection with the supposed potential for irrigation (see
literature).
The area constitutes mainly a high potential cattle grazing
area, although harmful insects (tsetse, ticks (?)) reportedly
pose limitations.

3.2

Local soil names and mapping units

3.2.1

General

As indicated in the chapter on methodology, data have been
gathered at each observation point concerning the local
herdsmens appreciation of the soil and vegetation type encountered. Also vernacular soil names were collected at each
point. These were listed against the mapping units in which
the observation took place. Each mapping unit has been named
after the soil type that was mentioned with the highest
frequency. Fig. 3 gives the distribution of map units
according to these terms.
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Local soil names and a concise characterization were already
published for the Northeastern Province by Chambers (1969).
This information can be supplemented by results of the surveys
of Wajir and Mandera District, and that of the present survey.
The vernacular names are words of the Boran Language in this
report.
These local soil names, in contrast to international soil
classification names, do not reflect mere profile characteristics, but rather denominate an environmental totality that
implies livestock production aspects. In this way a type of
rangeland is defined in terms of benefits and limitations to
nomadic pastoralism.
It may be clear that this "holistic" character of the local
soil name enables a correlation with the physiographic mapping
units as identified with the help of remote sensing material.
The landforms and soils map legend (see separate sheet)
contains a column in which these local soil names are mentioned for most units. The following section gives an explanation
of the vernacular soil names collected in Isiolo District.

3.2.2

Description of local soil names

The principal and most widely spread terrain types in Isiolo
are indicated in Borani language as the Wayama, Chari, Omara
and Malbe. Some of these are subdivided or further specified
according to e.g. colour, stoniness or drainage conditions. Of
minor occurrence and/or expressing rather specific situations
are Bule (rocky, stony area) Boji (shallow limestone) Ramata
(sandy, coarse soil) and Yato (gullied badland).

Wayama
Dark red coloured, deep and well drained soils are called
Wayama. These soils support annual and perennial grasses, a
vigorous shrub growth, and in the reach of better climate,
scattered tall trees. They are encountered almost exclusively
in the non-dissected erosional plains on Basement System rocks
(mapping unit 19: PnF) and on the footslopes (mapping unit 5:
FU). Wayama are appreciated as the best areas for camels in
both seasons, in comparison to other soils. There is good
browse present, although the animals will need mineral
supplies from other areas or from salty drinking water. This
type of environment is less suited for cattle: there is
usually not enough grazing, and/or is too short of minerals in
the wet season. On Wayama there exists a risk of tsetse. Also
for goats Wayama soils are not the first choice, partly
because of the risk of footrot during the wet season. Wayama
soils as indicated by Borani are similar to Wayama in the
Somali language.
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Chari
Chari soils are shallow and gravelly, with few scattered rock
outcrops. They almost exclusively occupy the dissected
erosional plains (map units 12 and 13: PdF and PdU). They are
further described as a mixture of soils, with elements of
various types in it. This is in line with the complex nature
of the composition of the underlying rock type, which exists
predominantly of banded gneisses.
Chari are locally first choice wet season areas for goats,
otherwise they are of moderate appreciation. Limitations to
the use by any type of livestock were not mentioned.

Omara
Soils developed on Marine Bay sediments (mapping unit 15 and
25: PsM and BH) as well as the high level component soils on
the Piedmont plains (mapping Unit 6: YU1) and on the older
riverine sedimentary plains (mapping Unit 18: PsAl) are called
Omara. Browse is regarded excellent, especially for goats,
that reportedly become very "healthy and shiny" by feeding
there. It is suspected that this is due to a relatively high
mineral content of the vegetation. Omara soils are the
absolute favourite for both cattle and goats, in both seasons.
For camels these soils are regarded as second to Wayama soils.
There are various types of Omara:
Omara-adi: ("white" Omara) predominantly encountered on the
marine sediments, as soils with a coarse sandy surface layer
over a compact sandy clay subsoil.
Omara-bor: ("black" Omara) as formed in downslope position,
with relatively high clay content and poorer drainage, so that
Duosperma dwarfshrub is more dominant.
Omara-dima: ("brown" Omara) deep brown sandy clay loam,
locally stratified, as found on the higher positions in
mapping unit 6 : YU1.
Omara-kobe: as Omara-dima, but called after the Kobe area.
Omara can be correlated with the Somali term Kunya to a large
extent.

Ma lb e
The term Malbe indicates all clayey and imperfectly to poorly
drained soils, that have swell-shrink properties. These
concern mostly the deep, cracking clay soils with thick
loose-dusty surface layer of mapping units 7, 8, 16, 17, 21:
YU2, YV, PsXl, PsX2, PsA4. Malbe can be regarded as equivalent
to both Boji and Adabla soils of the Somali language. These
soils offer basically a wet season grazing area for cattle, as
Malbe lacks browse for camel and goats (except the areas that
support Duosperma, like in mapping unit 8: YU2).
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Malbe is too dusty in the dry season, which bothers all stock,
but especially goats and sheep.
Also in the wet season there are obviously limitations to the
landuse on Malbe. During actual rainfall soils become muddy
and form a slippery surface, that is not negotiable by camels.
Also other livestock can travel only short distances under
these conditions. Another limitation poses danger of footrot
for goats. The only use is reportedly by cattle, early in the
wet season, as grasses sprout quickly and are of good quality.
If rains continue, the increasing muddiness forces the stock
to move out and return to Omara or Ramata.
Most common types of Malbe are:
Malbe-dimtu: ("red" Malbe) occurs partly extensively in unit
21i PsA4.
Malbe-bule: (rocky/stony Malbe) heavy clay soils with stones
at the surface, as found in units 10: PnV and 4: LV.
Malbe-koticha: ("black" Malbe) black, cracking clay.
Malbe-hurufi: ("soft, dusty" Malbe) with a thick soft, dusty
surface layer. Too dusty especially for goats in the dry
season. Also not suitable to build manyatta's. Occurs
extensively in mapping units 21: PsA4 and 16, 17: PsX.
Malbe-silai: (Malbe "on which nothing grows") with permanently
bare surface or only with short-lived green flush of Cyperus
bulbosus during the rains.

Ramata
Loose sandy soils are indicated by Ramata. Of these, there are
no extensive occurrences in Isiolo. Ramata is locally found on
the higher parts in map unit 15: PsM2, and partly in the high
level component, of map unit 18: PsAl, as fine sandy soils. In
both cases they form intergrades towards Omara soils. The
loose-sandyness is a topsoil and upper subsoil characteristic:
of ail observations in Ramata in Isiolo, the deeper subsoil
(from 40-50 cm downwards) is a compact sandy loam.
These Ramata can be best correlated with the Wajir-concept of
the Somali term Rama-ad (which is probaly the same word).
The level-like component of the riverine areas of mapping
units 20: PsA3 and 24: AA2 have a special type of Ramata,
which are called after the dominantly present Salvadora shrubs
("Ade"), hence Ramata-ade. These soils are homogeneously
friable fine sandy loams without compact horizon in the
subsoil.
Appreciation for Ramata areas lies predominantly in use for
cattle, in both seasons, especially the Ramata-ade, if water
is available in the neighbourhood. Ramata (-ade) is avoided by
camel and goats in the dry season.
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Bule
Rocky and stony soils are indicated as Bule.
These prevail in hilly landforms (mapping units 1, 2 and 3:
HU, HF, HS) and are locally dominant on the volcanic plains
(mapping unit 10: PnV).
Limitations are caused by the often poor accessibility and
"treadibility".
Some informants mentioned Bule soils as good for camels and
goats, because of dense stands of Blepharis.

Boji
The term Boji is used for areas where (secondary) limestone
at the surface (white, shallow, highly calcareous soils)
dominates. These occur mostly as one of the components within
the complex mapping unit 11: PnC.

Yato
Yato means "low", and is used for badland topography (mapping
unit 26: W ) . It is unpopular due to poor accessibility, and a
general lack of forage.

Table 1 Tentative correlation of Borani soil names as found in Isiolo
District, with Somali soil names in Wajir and Handera.
Isiolo District
(Borani language)

Wajir District
(Somali language)

Mandera District

Wayama
Wayama
Chari
Omara
Malbe
Mai be
Ramata
Boji
Bule

Wayama
Bay-gadud
Bay-ad(?)
Kunya
Boji
Adabla
Rama-ad
(Bay-ad ?)

Wayama
Bay-gadud
Bay-ad(?)
Boji

(Somali language)

Adabla
Adabla
(Bay-ad ?)
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3.3

Evaluation of soil properties relevant to primary
production and range management aspects

3.3.1

General

Methods of interpretation of data gathered, are contained in a
separate volume (see Touber, 1988). The system followed is
based on the Framework for Land Evaluation (FAO, 1987).
Which parameters play a role and how these data are
interpreted is briefly summarized here.
Within a given climatic zone the availability of soil water
and of nutrients are the land qualities that have a prevailing
influence the primary production of rangelands. Land qualities
that are related to aspects of management are erosion hazard,
accessibility for livestock and possibilities for the construction of pans and dams.
In reality more parameters are of influence of course, but
data on these are not obtainable in the context of the present
site evaluation. The land qualities are rated in the following
sections, in order to establish a comparison among the various
mapping units. The figures given (ratings) do not pretend to
have any absolute value or quantitative connotation.
The. descriptions that were given of the range types that were
indicated with the vernacular soil names in the former section
revealed in particular also the dynamic aspects of the land
use type of nomadic pastoralism. This confirms once more the
need to evaluate mapping units per season and per livestock
type; and that in most cases adjacent mapping units of
completely different qualities are complementary parts of one
unseparable nomadic land use system. With other words, one
"bad" soil type next to a "bad" soil type of another kind, may
together compose good rangeland for nomadic pastoralism.

3.3.2

Water holding capacity

Soil moisture availability depends on the course of the rainfall /evaporation ratio through the seasons; the infiltration
capacity of the surface soil; the available water capacity of
the soil material and the depth of the rooting zone.
Infiltration capacity depends on the porosity of the surface
soil, which in turn is influenced by such parameters as soil
texture, soil structure and organic matter content. Important
is that the surface soil is not sealed . This is the case on
certain soil types that are "overutilized", and where due to
too frequent grazing and trampling the vegetation cover, the
organic matter content and hence structure stability and
porosity have diminished. A low infiltration capacity causes
(part of) the rainwater to run off along the surface. This
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water will not become available to the vegetation on the soil
where the rain falls.
Available water capacity is estimated according to its
connection with the soil texture (see separate volume on
methodology).
The depth of the rooting zone may be limited by shallow rocks
or an abrupt change in texture or a change in chemical
composition, such as a strong increase with depth in salinity
or sodicity.
Table 2 gives a comparison among the mapping units concerning
effective soil depth, available soil water capacity and
eventual run-off losses. A combination of these is given as
"final rating", of water holding capacity in a separate column.
These ratings are expressed on the map of figure 4.
Constraints to the productivity of standing crop in grazing
land due to limited soil moisture availability are found on
shallow stony soils of the Hills (Mapping units 1 - 3 : HU, HF,
and HS). Both the limited rooting space and run-off losses are
prominently unfavourable conditions.
This is also the case, to a somewhat lesser extent, in the
dissected erosional plains (mapping units 12 and 13: PdU and
PdF) and further units 14: PsMl and 19: PsA2.
The best performance in respect of waterholding capacity is
found in the floodplains of Ewaso Ngiro (mapping units 23 and
24: AA1 and AA2); the clay plains of mapping unit 17 and 20,
21: PsX2 and PsA3, PsA4 and also on the non-dissected
erosional plains in the Garba-Tula area (mapping unit 9: PnF).
In all these cases favourable relief conditions are combined
with deep soils and little, run-off losses.
The best ratings are attributed to areas that receive water
from elsewhere in addition, such as the Ewaso Ngiro flood
plain. This is also observed in most of the lower components
within units 6: YU1 and 18: PsAl.

3.3.3

Mineral richness of soils and vegetation

The mineral composition of the soils plays an important role
in identifying different types of range land. It is not so
much differentiating in amounts of standing crop expected, but
merely in mineral content (nutritive value) of the available
forage. The last column in table 2 presents a comparison of
mapping units as to the richness in mineral content of their
soil and vegetation. It is a qualitative estimation, concluded
from information contained in the description of vernacular
soil names, which is partly confirmed by analyses of surface
soil samples from other district surveys. (N.B.: By the time
of report writing, results of soil sample analyses were not
yet available).
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Table 2 Rating of soil characteristics, relevant to productive capacity»
Vernaculair
soil name
Borani

Bule
Bule
Bule
Malbe-bule
Wayama
Omara/Malbe
Halbe
Malbe

Unit
no

Mapping
unit

Effective Available
soil depth water
capacity
1 i large
1i high
5i small
5i low

1

HU

3-5

2

HF

4

Richness in
minerals

li low
5t high

Final rating
water holding
capacity
It high
5s low

3-5
2
4

2-5

4-5

3

4

4

5

?

2-3
2
5
3
2/4
3/1
1
1
4
2

3

HS

5

4

LV

2

5

FU

1

6

YU1

7

YU2

1

3
3
2/2
2

8

YV

1

9

PnF

2

10

PnV

11

PnC

-

12

PdU

Chari
Omara/Chari

13

Omara-adi
Malbe-hurufi
Malbe
Ramata/Omara

Wayama
Malbe/Bule
Various
Chari

5

2/5

2/4

4/VAR

3/2

VAR

2

1

2

?.

?

?

2/2

?

1/3

4

4

4

4

PdF

5

5

<k

14

PsMl

4

4

4

15

PsM2
PsXl

3

2
4/2
3
2
1
4/3
3
1
1

16
17
18

-

19

Ramata-ade
Malbe

?.o

Various
Malbe
Ramata/Malbe
Malbe-Koticha
Yato

Run-off
losses

21

PsX2
PsAl
PsA2
PsA3
PsA4

2/1

1/4

1
1
2/1
3
1
1

22

PsC

3

23

AA1

1

24

AA2

1

25

BM

26

W

1
3-5

1
1
2
4

4
3
VAR
3/1
4
3
VAR

Z

7

.

3
2

3-4/2
3-4
2
2-3

1

1

3/1

2/1

VAR

2

5

5

li high
5i low

3
2
3
2
2
1
4/2
3
1
1
1
1
1
5

*1 a ) Figures connected by hyphen indicate a range of ratings» b) Figures separated
by ./. indicate ratings for different soil types within one unit in up- and
downslope position respectively» cl VAR.i varies according to season or moisture
condition prior to rainstorm.

Obviously, soils with a high mineral content are found in areas
of recently deposited areas. These comprise mainly the units
that are indicated by Malbe and Ramata-ade (mapping units 7, 8,
17, 20, 21, 23, 24 and 25: YU2, YV, PsX2, PsA3, PsA4, AAI, AA2,
BM).
These predominantly alluvial clays originate from deposition of
eroded top soils elsewhere. They are alkaline, and usually
slight saline in the deeper subsoil. Probably also the Omara-ade
and Omara-bor soils score high in this respect (mapping unit 15:
PsMl and low component in mapping unit 18: PsAl). These have a
strongly saline-sodic subsoil with a disproportionally high
magnesium content.
For the land quality "richness in minerals" a low rating has
been given to the hills formed on Mesozoic Sandstone, (mapping
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unit 3: HS). The material from which the soils are derived is
originally virtually without any mineral reserve. Wayama soils,
as found on the non-dissected erosional plains (mapping unit 9:
PnF), have been strongly leached of most of their primary
minerals during the humid-hot periods of the Pleistocene.
Wayama soils on foots lopes (mapping unit 5: FU) have a somewhat
better condition in this respect, especially on the ups lope
side. Here new colluvium, rich in minerals is being deposited
over the originally poor subsoil.
An intermediate position is taken by the well drained shallow
soils on the dissected erosional plains. These "young" Chari
soils contain many small rock fragments and primary weatherable
minerals (mapping units 12, 13 and 14: PdU, PdF and PsMl).
Also most of the stony soils (Bule) have been rated as
intermediately rich in minerals (mapping units 1, 2: HIJ and HF;
4: LV and 10: PnV).
The distribution of these classes of mineral richness of the
soils in Isiolo District is shown in fig. 5.

3.3.4

Erosion hazard

As has been explained in the volume on methodologies, it is
useful to give ratings of the three main types of erosion
hazard. In addition, possibilities for recuperation of the
vegetation cover should be estimated as this constitutes to
some extent the resistance to erosion. Terminology, factors
and criteria involved are discussed in the volume on methodologies .
Table 3 contains the conclusions for Isiolo District.
Presently badly eroded areas have been rated as having a high
risk of erosion. Present day strong erosion can be observed on
practically all areas that have some relief, such as hills and
footslopes, badland areas, and dissected erosional plains along
the major rivers (mapping units 1-3: HU, HF, HS; 4: FU; 26: W
and the part of 12: PdU, West of Isiolo town).
In all these cases it concerns more or less advanced gully
erosion and/or very shallow soils as a consequence of sheet
erosion. There exists little chance of recuperation.
Areas of flat relief hardly show any signs of sheet and/or gully
erosion. The Floodplain areas (AA-units) and sedimentary plains
of riverine origin (all PsA units) as well as the basalt
plateaus and part of the piedmont plains fall in this category.
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A moderate sheet erosion hazard is found on the sedimentary
plains of marine origin; (units 14, 15: PsM) due to the very
gently undulating relief in combination with poor infiltration.
Also the erosional plains, suffer a mild sheet erosion, mainly
due to the sealing properties of the surface soil.
Wind erosion in Isiolo has only a moderate to slight intensity.
It is mostly found on the clay plains in the North (mapping
units 16 and 17: PsXl and PsX2; 20 and 21: PsA3 and PsA4) and on
the fine sandy soils of the high level component of unit 18:
PsAl.
The distribution of map unit ratings for erosion hazard is
illustrated in fig. 6.
Table 3 Ratings of forms of erosion hazard*
Vernacular
soil name
(Borani)

Bule
Bule
Bule
Malbe-bule
Hayama
Omara/Malbe
Halbe
Malbe
Wayama
Malbe-bule
Various
Chari
Chari
Omara-adi
Omara-adi
Malbe-hurufi
Malbe
Ramata/Omara

Unit
no

1
2
3

Mapping
unit

<\

HU
HF
HS
LV

5
6

FU
YU1

7
8
9
10
11
12

YU2
YV
PnF
PnV
PnC

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Ramata-ade
20
Malbe
21
Various
22
Malbe
23
Ramata/Malbe 24
Ma1be-Kot icha 25
Yato
26

PdU
PdF
PsMl
PsM2
PsXl
PsX2
PsAl
PsA2
PsA3
PsA4
PsC
AA1
AA2
BM
W

*) A. Figures connected by
B. Figures separated by
in up- and downslope
C. Figures separated by
of one mapping unit.

Sheet erosion Gully erosion Wind erosion
hazard
hazard
hazard
li low risk
li low risk
li low risk

Possibilities
for recuperation
1> good

Final rating
(see fig. 61
li low risk

5i high risk

5i poor

5i high risk

3
3
4
1
3
3/1
1
1
2
1
1
3
2

5-4
4
5
1-2
4
3/1
1
2

5
4
5
1
5
3/1
1
1
2,3
1
2
3,5
4
3
3
1
1
2/1
2-3
2-3
1

5t high risk
5
5
5
1
4

5i high risk

1,2
3
2
2,3
2
2
1
1
1

1
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
3

2/1
1

3/2
1

1-2
1

2-3
3

1
1
1
4

2
1
2
1

2/1
1
2

1
I
1
5

2-3
2

2,3
2
2
3,4
3
3
2
2
2
3/2
2
3
2
2
1
1
1
5

hyphen indicate a range of ratings»
./. indicate ratings for different soil types within one mapping unit,
position, respectively.
comma indicate different ratings for geographically separated parts
See text} see fig. 6.
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3.3.5

Accessibility

Limitations in accessibility are determined by steepness of
terrain forms and surface ruggedness, because of gullies
and/or stones and boulders. Such conditions restrict livestock
movements, limiting the daily "action radius" of herds and
thus the actually available rangeland.
Apart from such permanent, year round restrictions additional
limitations to accessibility are posed during the wet season
by flooding or ponding and/or stickiness/muddiness of the
surface in certain areas. The ratings for these land characteristics are specified in the volume on methodology.
All the areas of more or less severely limited accessibility
constitute only a minor part of the total District. These
concern all hilly landforms and the badland topography in the
south. By far the major part of Isiolo has no constraints in
accessibility during the dry season. Areas with surface
stoniness (mapping unit 10: PnV), pose moderate constraints.
Reportedly camel can only travel 10 miles on one day in stead
of the normal 18 miles elsewhere; cattle have similar
problems. The basalt plateaus (mapping unit 4: LV) are
surrounded by a precipitous escarpment. Access is only
possible via some hectic rocky tracks. The dissected erosional
plains (mapping unit 12: PdU) and to a lesser extent mapping
unit 13: PdF) have been rated as moderately accessible, due to
their rugged and often gullied and gravelly surface.
Additional wet season constraints are posed by flooding or
ponding of parts of the present and sub-recent floodplains
(mapping Units 23 and 24: AA1 and AA2). This may happen also
on the clay plains of units 17 and 21: PsXl and PsA4 , when in
years of excessive rainfall.
After the standing water has evaporated, these clay plains may
stay inaccessible for some 10 days due to muddiness. This is
also true for the lower clayey soils in the floodplains. In
"normal" rainfall years the problem of slipperiness of clay
soils occurs, (apart from the already mentioned floodplains
and clay plains) also on the basalt plateaus (mapping unit 4:
LV); the piedmont plains at the foot of the basalt plateaus
(mapping unit 8: YV) on parts of the volcanic plains (mapping
unit 1.0: PnV), and on the lower component of mapping unit 6:
YU1, the higher parts of the nothern clay plains (mapping unit
16: PsXl), the bottomlands (mapping unit 25: BM). The
inaccessibility in these cases is of course dependent on
rainfall and reportedly has an estimated duration of up to 10
days after the last showers.
Seasonal ponding is prominent also
unit 18: PsAl. This takes the form
waterholes, that function as such,
positive landquality rather than a
to grazing areas.

on the low component of
of numerous shallow
and probably constitute a
limitation in accessibility
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Table 4 Ratings of limitations to accessibility*
Vernacular
soil name

Bule
Bule
Bule
Malbe-bule
Wayama
Omara/Malbe
Mai be
Mai be
Wayama
Malbe-bule
Various
Chari
Chari
Omara-adi

Unit
no

Mapping
unit

Constraints due
to slope,
topography

Additional
wet season
constraints

It low

Constraints due Permanent, year round
to surface
constraints li low
rocks, sandiness,
5i severe
dustiness.
li low
sheep/
camel
cattle

5i severe

5i severe

5i severe

1

HU

5

2

HF

3

3

HS

3

4

LV

4

5

FU

6

YU1

7

YU2

8

YV

9

PnF

10

PnV

11

PnC

12

PdU

2,3

13

PdF

2

14

PsMl
PsM2
PsXl
PsX2
PsAl

Omara-adi
Malbe-hurufi
Mai be

16

Ramata/Omara

18

15
17

4
3
3
2,3
1/3
1/2
2
2
1
3-5
1-3
2
2
2
1
2

3
1
1
?

-

19

Ramata-ade

20

Mai be
Various

21

PsA2
PsA3
PsA4

22

PsC

2

Mai be

23

AA1

2

Ramata/Malbe
Malbe-Koticha

24

AA2

25

BM

Yato

26

W

1
1
3

3

goats
3
2
2
1
1
1/2
2
2
1
2

1
1,2
1
1
1
2
?
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2

4-5
3
3

5
4

2

3
2
1
1
1
1
3
2-3
3,4
2
1
1
1

2
1
1
1
1
3
1-2
2-3
2

2

1
1
1

-i none

-/3
3
2

1
1/3

3
3(51
1/5

2

3(5)

2
1
1
1

5
3/5
3
1

* a. Figures connected by hyphen indicate a range of ratings» b. Figures separated by ./. indicate
ratings for different soil types within one unit, in up- and down slope position respectively\
c. Figures between brackets reflect situations expected in years of "above average" rainfall.

3.3.6

Possibilities for the construction of dams and waterpans

In this section it will be attempted to compare landforms and
soils in respect of the opportunity for the collection of
surface water in pans and dams. Such possibilities are largely
contained in the landcharacteristics slope length and
steepness and permeability of the subsoil. Factors as rainfall
evaporation, availability of construction material and the
abilities of the local people to maintain these constructions,
are not considered here.
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Results are contained in table 5. Best "catchment" conditions
are found on footslopes (mapping unit 5: FU) and piedmont
plains (mapping unit 6: YU1); the dissected erosional plains
(mapping units 12 and 13: PdU and PdF insofar relief is not
too steeply dissected as is the case along the Ewaso Ngiro and
Tana River); the Omara-ade area on the marine sedimentary
plains: mapping unit 15: PsM2.
All these units have a favourable topography where rainwater
run-off is a normal feature, and where the substratum has a
low permeability, so that run-off water can be caught and
stored.
Units that have an almost flat topography are regarded
unsuitable, especially where cracking clay soils prevail. Most
Malbe soils are rated unsuitable for dam construction as the
swell/shrink properties cause leaks.
Table 5 Ratings of land characteristics relevant to the construction of dams
and waterpans *)
Vernacular
soil name
(Boranif

Bule
Bule
Bule
Malbe-bule
Wayama
Omara/Malbe
Malbe
Malbe
Wayama
Malbe-bule
Various
Chari
Chari
Omara-adi
Omara-adi
Malbe-hurufi
Malbe
Ramata/Omara

Ramata-ade
Malbe
Various
Malbe
Ramata/Malbe
Malbe-Koticha
Yato

Unit
no

j

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Mapping
unit
symbol

HU
HF
HS
LV
FU
YU1
YU2
YV
PnF
PnV
PnC
PdU

15
16
17
18

PdF
PsMl
PsM2
PsXl
PsX2
PsAl

19
ZO
21
22
23
2<t
25
26

PsAZ
PsA3
PsA4
PsC
AA1
AA2
BM
H

Permeability
of the subsoil
li impermeable
3i permeable
2

)
1
1
1-2
2/1
3
3
1
2-3
VAR
1
1
2
1(3)
3
3
1
2
2-3
3
VAR
2
NR
3
3

Suitability of
landform
1: suitable
5i not suitable

Final
rating
It suitable
3i not suitable

3
2
3
3
1
2/1
1
1
2
2-3
2
2
1
2
1

2
2
3
3
1
2/1
3
2-3
2
3
VAR
1-2
1
2
1

2
2
2-3
2
2
3
2
2
NR

3
3
2
2-3
2-3
3
VAR
2
NR
3
3

2
3

») a. Figures connected by hyphen indicate a range of ratings) b. Figures separated
by ./. indicate ratings for different soil types within one mapping unit, in
up- and downslope position respectively» c. VAR = variable, d. NR = not relevant.
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3.4

Evaluation of soils and landforms for irrigated
agriculture

It is a widespread belief that areas of the dry Northeastern
parts of Kenya can be put into some kind of productive arable
land, if only an irrigation infrastructure would materialize.
As the realisation of irrigation schemes involves considerable
investments, the land mapping units will be evaluated here as to
their suitability for (small scale) irrigation, in order to see
whether such investments are justified. Requirements that are
important in the suitability assessment of land for irrigated
agriculture are:
- availability of sufficient irrigation water of suitable
quality
- low levels of soil salinity, and the possibilities to prevent
increased salinization by an effective drainage system.
Another (most) important requirement is that the local population
would be prepared and able to maintain and manage such irrigation
schemes.
It is the question whether suitable irrigation water in
sufficient amounts can be found anywhere in Isiolo District,
apart from the Ewaso Ngiro and Tana Rivers. The supply of
drinking water for people and livestock is already a major
problem (Bake, 1990).
Soils should be non-saline and non-sodic. They should be
sufficiently permeable to enable irrigation water to percolate
through the soils, thus preventing a constant capillary rise
(evaporation!), which may cause soil salinity in the rooting
zone.
The only area that merits attention (and is already since long
times under consideration) is the recent and sub recent
floodplain area of the Ewaso Ngiro River. There is undoubtedly
potential for (small scale) irrigation. This has to be
identified and located by detailed, intensive soil surveys.
Such surveys have already shown that certainly not all soils
of the floodplain area are suitable (salinity, sodicity, water
losses by too permeable subsoils). (Mungai, 1977; Ndaraiya,
1988). Besides, it has to be stressed that the extraction of
large amounts of irrigation water from the Ewaso Ngiro will
have negative ecological consequences for the rated high
potential grazing areas downstream (Sombroek et al., 1973).
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4

MAPPING UNIT DESCRIPTIONS

Mapping unit 1: HU
Surface area: 369 km2; 1.5% of the District
Geology : Undifferentiated Basement System Rocks: prevailing rock
types are granitoid gneisses.
Landform, topography: Slopes are mainly over 30%; irregular and
precipitous slopes dominate where the topography is
underlain by granitoid gneisses.
Soils: Well drained, very shallow, brown to dark reddish brown
coarse sandy clay loams to clay, gravelly, stony and
bouldery, with frequent rock outcrops.
Local soil name: Bule, Chari.
Condition of top soil: Low to moderate amount of organic matter
depending on altitude and rainfall.
The soils have a moderate natural fertility due to
the presence of primary weatherable minerals.
Erosion hazard: Due to general steepness, shallowness of soils
and low infiltration (stones), runoff is a natural
feature.
Accessibility for livestock: Steepness and stoniness, as well as
the usually dense woody vegetation, makes this unit as
an exclusive goat/sheep browse area of moderate to poor
accessibility.
Aspects of productive capacity: favourable fertility aspects; low
waterholding capacity.
Obs. :

Mapping unit 2 : HF
Surface area: 113 km2; 0.5% of the District
Geology: Basement system rocks, rich in ferromagnesian minerals.
Landform, topography: Undulating to hilly topography. Regular,
moderately steep and rather short slopes of 30-50%.
Soils: Well drained, shallow, dark grayish brown to brown,
locally calcareous, stony and gravelly fine sandy clay
loam to clay.
Local soil name: Bule.
Condition of top soil: Degraded topsoil due to sheetwash
erosion.
Erosion hazard: The topography makes the area sensitive to
accelerated erosion, particularly in combination with
the soil which is sensitive to rain-splash impact.
Accessibility for livestock: Moderate restrictions for cattle,
due to stony surface, steep topography and density of
bush. Moderate and slight restrictions for camels and
goats, respectively.
Aspects productive capacity: The area is good for camels and
goats. Otherwise are the soils of this unit of low
productive capacity due to their shallowness (very low
water holding capacity) and moderate to high natural
soil fertility.
Obs. :
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Mapping unit 3: HS
Surface area: 38 km2; 0.2% of the District
Geology: Sandstone and mudstone of Mesozoic age.
Landform, topography: Hills, with character of small table lands
(with undulating top-level), escarpments and narrow
footslopes/valleys.
Soils: Well drained, very shallow, very friable, pale brown,
extremely rocky and stony fine sand to loamy fine sand.
Local soil name : Bule
Condition of top soil: The rocky and shallow soils show sheet and
gully erosion
Erosion hazard: Topography and soil material are both favourable
factors for the development of accelerated erosion.
Large parts have developed shallow gravelly and stony
surface soils, which are less sensitive to the on-going
erosion. Where deeper soils prevail extensive gullying
is common.
Accessibility for livestock: The escarpments restrict the
accessibility, especially for cattle and camels.
Aspects of productive capacity: Low. The shallow sandy soils will
hold only little soil moisture for a short period. Also
the soil chemical fertility is very low.
Obs.: (inferred from similar landforms in Mandera District).

Mapping unit 4: LV
Surface Area: 1038 km2; 4.2% of the District
Landform, topography: Plateaus with almost flat relief at top
level; precipitous rocky slopes at the edges.
Geology: Basalts of Plio-Pleistocene age (older basalt flows).
Soils: Moderately well to imperfectly drained, very deep, dark
reddish brown, firm, strongly clacareous, slight
cracking clay, with a saline and slightly sodic.deepersubsoil; and with a friable to loose clay loam top soil
that is locally stony and bouldery. Towards plateau
edges increasingly stony, bouldery and rocky.
Local soil name: Malbe; Malbe-bule (stony soils).
Productive capacity: Moderately fertile soils of moderate (to
locally high) water holding capacity. Rainwater loss
due to by-pass flow through soil cracks at the start of
the rains or in "below average" rainy seasons.
Erosion status/hazard: A slight wind erosion may take place in
prolonged dry seasons where livestock travels
intensively. It is not likely to affect the productive
capacity however. No significant erosion by running
water is expected.
Accessibility: Where stones occupy more than 20% of the surface,
cattle, and, to a lesser extent camels, are limited in
their daily movements. Also wide surface cracks would
add to these restrictions. During heavy rains ("above
average") all movements are virtually impossible for
some days. These plateaus are surrounded by a steep
escarpment so that access to the grazing areas on the
top leads only via a limited number of rocky paths.
Obs.: 101; survey flight.
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Mapping unit 5 : FU
Surface area: 300 km2; 1.2% of the District
Landform, topography: Footslopes at the foot of hills - Gentle
concave slopes of up to 5 km long, ranging from 2%
downslope to 8% upslope. Locally dissected by erosion
gullies.
Geology, parent material: Colluvium derived from basement system
rocks.
Soils: Well drained, very deep, dark reddish brown to dark red
friable to firm coarse sandy clay loam, with a coarse
sandy loam topsoil.
Local soil name: Wayama (Boran); Nàrengaak (Turkana). (Turkana
term for footslope is Akokoriati).
Productive capacity: High if unaffected by erosion. However most
of these footslopes have strongly degraded topsoils due
to erosion. Rainwater infiltration rates have been
reduced so that the high water holding capacity does
not function to its capacity (except for the locally
more sandy soils at the upslope side). Chemical
fertility is moderate due to presence of primary
weatherable minerals.
Erosion status/hazard: Footslopes are suffering a strong sheet
erosion, locally developing into moderately gullied
land.
Accessibility: No restrictions.
Obs.: 72. 74.

Mapping unit 6 : YU1
Surface area: 1769 km2; 7.2% of the District
Landform, topography: Piedmont plain; very gentle to almost flat,
extremely long sedimentary slopes. Topography is a very
gently undulating pattern of ill-defined "interfluves",
or high grounds and broad, almost flat drainage lines.
Geology, parent material: Mostly alluvium and colluvium derived
from undifferentiated Basement System Rock; Towards the
Merti area most probably also including reworked Merti
beds and redeposited Plio-pleistocene bay sediments
(Marafa beds).
Soils: Association/complex of:
1. on distinctly higher grounds: Well drained, very
deep, reddish brown to yellowish brown, coarse sandy
clay loam to sandy clay,- in places calcareous; in
places saline; in places stratified and micaceous;
2. on lower grounds/wide drainage ways: Moderately well
to imperfectly drained grayish brown to dark brown,
very firm, calcareous, fine sandy clay to clay; locally
cracking,- with a silty clay loam top soil; mostly non
saline.
Local soil names:
1. higher grounds: Omara-dima and Omara-kobe.
2. drainage ways/lower grounds: Malbe and
Omara-bor
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Productive capacity:
1. on higher grounds: moderate water holding capacity,
moderate soil chemical fertility.
2. on lower grounds, moderate to high, due to run-on
water and due to fair to high chemical fertility.
Erosion status/hazard: A slight sheet erosion is observed on
the higher grounds. This increases gradually towards
the West and towards the Merti plateau. In the lower
areas no obvious degradation takes place.
Accessibility: No constraints to the movement of livestock; only
during rains the soils of the lower component are less
accessible due to muddiness of the surface.
Obs.: 88, 89, 90, 91, 95, 96, 102, 103, 103A, 104.

Mapping unit 7 : YU2
Surface area: 106 km2; 0.4% of the District
Landform, topography: Lower part of piedmont plain; almost flat,
locally with many parallel shallow drainage lines.
Geology, parent material: colluvium/alluvium of various origin.
Soils: imperfectly drained, very deep, dark brown, firm,
calcareous, cracking clay, with a silty clay loam to
sandy clay topsoil.
Local soil name: Malbe.
Productive capacity: High, due to a moderate to high soil
chemical fertility and waterholding capacity.
Erosion status/hazard: No actual erosion or risk of future
erosion can be concluded from observations. Stream bank
erosion is locally possible to develop (minor
tributaries to Ewaso Ngiro).
Accessibility: Moderate to severe restrictions when the soils are
wet.
Obs. : 82, 111.

Mapping unit 8: YV
Surface area: 281 km2; 1.1% of the District
Landform, topography: Piedmont plain at the foot of basalt
plateau escarpment, low angle, long slope; in places
dissected.
Geology, parent material; colluvium and alluvium derived from
basalts and underlying Merti-beds (i.e. quartz gravels
in calcareous matrix).
Soils: No field observations. Probably very deep calcareous
cracking clay; locally gravelly.
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Mapping unit 9 : PnF
Surface area: 1631 km2; 6.6% of the District
Landform, topography: Non-dissected erosional plain. Very gently
undulating topography of very long slopes of less than
2% (Garba Tula area). Towards the West (Ngare Ndare
area) slopes up to 3%.
Geology, parent material: Basement system rocks, mainly rich in
ferromagonesian minerals (Hornblende-Biotite Gneisses).
Soils: Well drained, very deep, dark reddish brown to dusky red,
friable to firm, coarse sandy clay loams to sandy clay.
Local soil name: Wayama.
Productive capacity: Low soil fertility; the moderate to high
waterholding capacity, is limited due to a moderate
surface sealing. In the Ngara-Ndare area sealing is
strong and rainwater losses due to runoff are much
higher there.
These Wayama soils are highly appreciated browse areas
for camels.
Erosion status/hazard: These soils are sensitive to surface
sealing; they are however only slightly affected by
sheet erosion in the Garba Tula area, due to the
prevaling low relief there. Moderate to strong sheet
erosion and distinct rill development is observed in
the Ngare Ndare area. The difference is partly due to
the slope-factor, partly due to difference in intensity
of use of'the land.
Accessibility: no restrictions.
Obs.: (29), 30, (31), 32, 33, 36, 37, 41, 55, 65, 66, 76, 77, 78,
(79).

Mapping unit 10: PnV
Surface area: 2131 km2; 8.7% of the District
Landform, topography: Volcanic plain. Predominantly almost flat
topography; in places "stepped" topography, ie. short
steep slopes alternating with almost flat areas.
Geology, parent material: Lavaflows of Pleistocene-Recent
age; Basalts.
Soils: Complex of:
1. Well drained, shallow to moderately deep, dark
reddish brown, friable, stony to very stony clay
loam.
2. Imperfectly drained, very deep, very dark greyish
brown to black, cracking clays; in places saline in
the deeper subsoil, with a stony surface.
3. Transitions between these soil types.
Local soil name:
1. Bule
2. Malbe-bule; Malbe-koticha (bule= stony; koticha =
black, cracking).
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Productive capacity: moderate to high, due to high natural
fertility and a relatively high organic matter content
of the top soil (mainly as a consequence of relative
high rainfall). Waterholding capacity is moderate and
combines with a good infiltration rate.
Erosion status/hazard: no obvious signs of erosion have been
observed, except in the more sloping areas with which
more shallow stony soils are associated.
Accessibility: This unit is generally poorly accessible due to
the varying concentration of surface stones. Especially
for cattle and also for camel the daily action radius
is reportedly reduced by 40%.
Obs.: 35, 58, 61, 62, 63, 69, 70, 71, 73.

Mapping unit 11: PnC
Surface area: 763 km2; 3.1% of the District
Landform, topography: almost flat erosional plain and/or lake bed
terraces.
Geology, parent material: complex of undifferentiated
basement system rock, colluvium derived from volcanic
rocks, and pleistocene calcareous lake bed deposits.
Soils: complex of soils as decribed under mapping unit 9: PnF;
10: PnV and shallow soils developed over secondary
limestone (calcareous lake bed deposits).
Local soil names: Wayama, Malbe, Boji.
The Wayama and Malbe components are similar to soils of mapping
units 9: PnF and 10: PnV, respectively. There are no survey data
on the third component (Boji: white shallow calcareous soils).
Obs.: 34, 60, 64.

Mapping unit 12: PdU
Surface area: 2781 km2; 11.3% of the District
Landform, topography: dissected erosional plains: gently to very
gently undulating with convex long slopes up to 3%.
Included are more steeply dissected areas along the
river incisions of Ngare Ndare and Ewaso Ngiro, where
slopes attain locally 5-10% and are more irregular.
Geology, parent material: undifferentiated Basement System rock;
predominantly banded gneisses.
Soils: Well drained, shallow to moderately deep, dark brown to
dark reddish brown, friable, gravelly coarse sandy clay
loam, with locally rock outcrops in upslope positions.
Local soil name: Chari.
Productive capacity: Moderate to low, due to poor water holding
capacity and low infiltration. Soils are moderately
fertile due to the presence of primary weatherable
minerals.
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Erosion status/hazard: A moderate sheet erosion and slight rill
erosion is a common and widespread feature of this land
unit. Soils are moderately sealed and develop a
pavement of quartz gravel and coarse sand.
The somewhat steeper dissected areas of this land unit
(as occur in the western extent of the District Ngare
Ndare area) suffer severe sheet erosion and moderate
gully development.
Accessibility: Slight restrictions for camels; moderate
restrictions for cattle, especially in the Ngare Ndare
area.
Obs. : 57 (59), 75, 80, 81.

Mapping unit 13: PdF
Surface area: 1331 km2, 5.4% of the District
Landform, topography: Dissected erosional plain; gently
undulating, with long slopes of up to 3%, in places 5%.
Rock type; soil parent material: Basement system rocks, rich in
ferromagnesian minerals: (Amphibolites,
Hornblende-biotite gneisses and calcareous rocks).
Soils: Well drained, shallow, grayish brown, very friable,
strongly calcareous,loamy fine sand to fine sandy clay
loam, in places gravelly.
Local soil name: Chari.
Productive capacity: Moderate: on the one hand a fair to high
natural chemical fertility due to a high amount of
weatherable minerals; on the other hand poor soil-water
relationship due to shallowness of the soil and high
run-off losses of rainwater.
Erosion status/hazard: moderate to locally severe sheet erosion
and moderate rill erosion.
Accessibility: locally slight restrictions due to irregular stony
topography.
Obs.: 42, 43, 44, 52, 53, 54, 56, 98, 99.

Mapping unit 14: PsMl
Surface area: 431 km2; 1.8% of the District
Landform, topography: Remnants of an older sedimentary plain
(Merti-beds?) that feature as very gently undulating
crests among sedimentary plains of younger marine
origin (Marafa beds: see unit 15: PsM2).
Geology, parent material: fine to coarse gravelly sediments in a
calcareous (marly) matrix (Merti-beds) and younger
clayey deposits (Marafa beds).
Soils: Well drained, deep to moderately deep, very friable,
yellowish red, strongly calcareous, medium sandy clay
loam to medium sandy clay. Locally outcrops of
secondary limestone. Included are soils as described
under unit 15: PsM2 on the lower slope positions within
the delineated area.
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Local soil name: Chari; Omara (?).
Productive capacity: moderate to low water holding capacity
mainly due to run off losses of rainwater. Soil
chemical fertility is moderate; top-soil organic matter
content is low.
Erosion status/hazard: A moderate sheet erosion and slightly
developed rill erosion is observed, in spite of the
friable and seemingly non-sealing soil surface.
Recuperation of protective vegetation cover seems
feasible.
Accessibility: No constraints.
Obs.: 18; information included from comparable mapping unit 8:
PM1 in Wajir District.

Mapping unit 15: PsM2
Surface area: 2988 km2; 12.2% of the District
Landform, topography: Sedimentary plain of very gentle, very long
slopes (so called "sealing loam" plains).
Geology, parent triatrial: coarse, medium and fine sandy clay
deposits of probably marine origin ("Marafa beds";
Plio-pleistocene bay sediments; partly reworked by
erosion and deposition).
Soils: Moderately well drained, very deep, compact, greyish
brown, calcareous, strongly saline (and sodic) coarse
sandy clay loam, with a structureless topsoil of
whitish/pinkish coarse sand to coarse sandy loam.
Local soil name: Omara; Omara-ade (= white Omara) and Ramata, in
case the surface soil consists predominantly of pinkish
coarse sand.
Productive capacity: Poor physical soil conditions, due to the
shallow abrupt textural change and a very compacted
subsurface layer, causes a low water holding capacity
of these soils: The grass species exist mostly of
shortlived annuals. However, these Omara soils are
highly appreciated as wet season browsing areas, where
livestock (especially goats and cattle) is known to
become very healthy and productive. The apparent
mineral richness of the subsoil may be an explanation.
Erosion status/hazard: Rainwater is taken up readily in the sandy
surface but to a very limited extent only, so that
run-off processes are an inherent natural feature in
these Omara soils. The compactness of the soil material
protects against a too easy detachment of soil
partciles. The sheet-wash process can be considered a
natural status-quo rather than a process of soil
degradation. The area can be easily identified on
SPOT-imagery and airphoto's, by its dense parallel
pattern of drainage lines and also white dots, caused
by eroded fossil termite hills.
Accessibility: No limitations. In the dry season the area is
known for its relative fierce heat (reflection of the
light toned soil surface). Also the need for water is
reportedly higher here compared to other landforms.
Obs.: (1), 2, 3, 4, 16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, (45), 46, 87.
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Mapping unit 16 : PsXl
Surfce area: 794 km2; 3.2% in the District
Landform, topography: Almost flat sedimentary plain, locally very
gently undulating, due to (presently inactive)
levee/backswamp pattern.
Geology, soil parent material: clayey deposits, mainly subrecent
alluvium derived from volcanic rocks.
Soils : No survey data
Probably moderately well-drained, very deep calcareous,
saline and sodic, clay soils with a topsoil of fine
sandy clay loam.
Local soil name: Malbe hurufi (?)
Productive capacity:
Erosion status/hazard: possibly slight wind erosion hazard.
Accessibility: no obvious limitations. In the wet season locally
stickyness/muddiness of the surface may cause
restrictions for a short duration.
Obs.: reconnaissance survey flight.

Mapping unit 17: PsX2
Surface area: 338 km2; 1.4% of the District
Landform, topography: Flat sedimentary plain.
Geology, soil parent material: clay deposits, mainly subrecent
alluvium derived from volcanic rocks.
Soils: no survey data. Probably imperfectly drained, very deep
calcareous, saline cracking clay soil with a dusty
loose clay loam surface layer. Flooded ponded only in
years of excessive and prolonged rainfall.
Local name: Malbe
Productive capacity:
Erosion status/hazard: possibly slight wind erosion hazard.
Accessibility: probably severe restrictions in wet season due to
muddiness/stickiness of the surface.
Obs.: reconnaissance survey flight.

Mapping unit 18: PsAl
Surface area: 2838 km2; 11.6% in the District
Landform, topography: Alluvial plain, almost flat, with a regular
pattern of meandering ridges and strips of high ground
that are almost flat to very gently undulating (pattern
of white curly lines on the satellite images).
Geology, parent material: alluvium, partly reworked by wind
action and sheet erosion: fine to medium sandy deposits
alternating with clayey backswamp deposits.
Soils: Association of:
1. on high grounds: well drained moderately deep, very
friable, loamy medium sand, over very deep, hard,
coarse sandy loam.
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2. on lower grounds: imperfectly to poorly drained,
seasonally waterlogged, very deep, firm, locally
saline and sodic, clay; with a surface soil of sandy
clay loam.
Local soil names:
1. on higher grounds: intergrades between Ramata and
Omara
2. on lower grounds: Omara-bor and Malbe.
Productive capacity: on high grounds: unfavourable soil-water
relations, due to moderate rainwater runoff, combined
with a moderate water holding capacity. Also soil
chemical fertility is low due to lack of organic matter
in the top soil and low content of primary weatherable
minerals.
Lower grounds receive run-on water so that most of the
waterholding capacity is used to the full. Chemical
fertility is probaly moderate to high; also salinity
and sodicity attain high levels.
Erosion status/hazard: The higher grounds suffer a moderate sheet
erosion and surface salinity. During the wet season
there is possibly a high grazing pressure due to the
presence of numerous water ponds among the lower
grounds.
Accessibility: no obvious limitations: the lower grounds are
inaccessible temporarily in the wet season.
Obs.: 106, 107, 108, 109, survey flight.

Mapping unit 19: PsA2
Surface area: 294 km2; 1.2% of the District
Landform, topography: sedimentary plains; almost flat, relatively
high ground among floodplains and lower sedimentary
plains.
Geology, parent material: older riverine deposits, partly
reworked pleistocene bay sediments.
Soils: Moderately well drained, very deep, dark greyish brown to
yellowish brown, very firm compact, saline, strongly
calcareous and strongly alkaline clay, abruptly
overlain by a topsoil of silty clay loam.
Productive capacity: Low, due to unfavourable soil physical
properties: low waterholding capacity and adverse
rooting conditons: the extremely high pH of the subsoil
may explain that the area supports only annual grass.
The area is used for cattle and goats.
Erosion status/hazard: a slight to moderate sheet erosion is
characteristic of this land unit.
Accessibility: no limitations.
Obs.: 12, 14, (13).
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Mapping unit 20 : PsA3
Surface area: 269 km2; 1.1% in the District
Landform, topography: subrecent levee deposits, high grounds
within subrecent Ewaso Ngiro floodplain area. Common
undulating mesotopography due to sub-recently formed
small dunes.
Geology, parent material: older Ewaso Ngiro levee deposits, i.e.
fine sandy and silty loams.
Soils: Well drained, very deep, very frabble, yellowish red to
brown, stratified micaceous fine sandy and loamy
deposits; locally slight calcareous and/or slight
saline.
Local soil name: Ramata ade (= sandy soils where Salvadora
persica grows). Productive capacity: high, due to fairinfiltration capacity, high water holding capacity and
high mineral content of the parent material.
Erosion status/hazard: The stabilized and ovegrown dunes suffer
some rill erosion. On level ground, in between dunes,
wind erosion has caused some bare depressional areas.
The soils seem vulnerable to trampling and wind
erosion, but on the other hand the bare soil material
is easily repopulated by vegetation.
Accessibility: no constraints.
Obs. 49, 50.

Mapping unit 21 : PsA4
Surface area: 1788 km2; 7.3% of the District
Landform, topography: Alluvial plain, flat, locally with shallow
drainage lines.
Geology,- soil parent material: clayey alluvium.
Soils: imperfectly to poorly drained, very deep, firm, dark
reddish brown to dark grayish brown, cracking clay,
with a loose dusty clay loam surface soil and with
slightly saline deeper subsoil, locally calcareous.
Local soil name: Malbe-hurufi ("with soft surface") and Malbe
-dimtu (red coloured). Locally Malbe-koticha
(hard-cracking surface) or Biye-Bor (low area with
cracking clay).
Productive capacity: low in normal rainfall years; locally,
potentially high, in years of excessive rains and
flooding. Then, the high water holding capacity is
fully used. On the other hand, the dominent crop is
only annual grasses (Sorghum sp., Carex bulbosus).
Erosion status/hazard: none. Slight wind action in long dry
spells.
Accessibility: no limitations. In the wet season the area is
largely inaccessible due to muddiness of the surface.
Flooding only occurs in excessive rainy periods (2
seasons out of the last 10 years).
More serious is the adverse effect of dustiness in the
dry season, that bothers especially goats and cattle.
Hence the area is avoided, also because the standing
grass is unpalatable (annual sorghum species).
Obs.: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 19, 85, 86, 100, 105, 110.
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Mapping unit 22: PsC
Surface area: 450 km2; 1.8% of the District
Landform, topography: Plains, locally with bottomlands.
Geology, soil parent material: unspecified sediments, partly from
volcanic origin, partly marine and riverine. In places
stony volcanic plain.
No field data.

Mapping unit 23 : AA1
Surface area: 394 km2; 1.6% of the District
Landform, topography: older, subrecent foodplain of the Ewaso
Ngiro; river basin and minor levee area; mainly flat to
almost flat land.
Geology, parent material: clayey and loamy micaceous subrecent
alluvial deposits.
Soils: moderately well to imperfectly drained, very deep,
yellowish brown to dark greyish brown, friable,
stratified silty clay loam to light clay, locally
slight calcareous and/or slight saline in the subsoil.
Local soil names: Malbe hurufi, (soft, dusty surface).
Malbe-silai.
Productive capacity: from agricultural viewpoint these soils rank
among the best of the district; they have favourable
physical and chemical properties. Yet it is not
understood why the herb and grass component in the
otherwise lush vegetation (Acacia woodland, Salvadora
persica shrub land) is virtually absent.
Erosion status/hazard: no water erosion has been observed.
Erodibility is quite low due to the almost flat
topography. Wind erosion however may be active in long
dry spells.
Accessibility: no constraints. In the wet season there is locally
some ponding; The surface may be very muddy and
impassable for some days.
Obs.: 48, 51, (93), (94).

Mapping unit 24: AÄ2
Surface area: 644 km2; 2.6% in the District
Landform, topography: Younger alluvial plain and actual
floodplain of the Ewaso Ngiro River: Levee, spillway
and river basin/backswamp land.
Geology, soil parent material: recent micaceous fine sandy, silty
loams and clayey deposits.
Soils: Stratified soils of various fine sandy, loamy, and silty
texture on higher grounds and stratified clayey soils
on lower grounds.
Local soil names: Ramata (higher grounds); Malbe (lower grounds).
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Productive capacity: the "best" area of the district: fertile
friable soils of high waterholding capacity with high
organic matter content. Locally temporary shallow
groundwater and/or temporary swamp.
Erosion status/hazard: Streambank erosion is a problem,
especially in seasons of high floods. However, this is
inherent to the natural, dynamic aspect of this type of
environment.
Accessibility: Hampered by (almost seasonal) flooding; as well as
by the presence of pests and diseases.
Obs.: 13, 47.

Mapping unit 25: BM
Surface area: 425 km2; 1.7% of the District
Landform, topography: Bottomland; flat topography.
Geology, parent material: colluvium, derived from
undifferentiated sediments, probably of marine origin.
Soils: Imperfectly to poorly drained, very deep, dark greyish
brown, firm, saline and sodic, cracking clay with a
dusty, loose, sandy clay loam top soil.
Local soil name: Omara-bor; Malbe.
Productive capacity: High in years of "above average" rainfall;
moderate in "normal" rainfall years.
Erosion status/hazard: No obvious signs of present erosion.
Possibly sensitive to wind erosion.
Accessibility: No limitations during the dry season; ponding and
a muddy surface make this area temporary inaccessible
in the wet season.
Obs. : 27, 28, 67, (30), 84.

Mapping unit 26 : W
Surface area: 419 km2; 1.7% of the District
Landform, topography: Dissected erosional plain, with irregularly
dissected mesotopography and badlands topography.
Geology, parent material: Pliocene sandy and calcareous,
stratified sediments.
Soils: Well drained very shallow and strongly eroded soils of
various materials.
Local soil name: Yato.
Productive capacity: very low; area mainly used for goats.
Erosion status/hazard: Severe and extensive gully erosion.
Apparently the combination of landform and parent
material makes the area very sensitive to gully
development.
Accessibility: Moderate restrictions for cattle, due to the
gullied topography.
Obs.: 68.
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1

INTRODUCTION

The GTZ-funded Range Management Handbook Project aims at the
inventory of the natural resources of the arid and semi-arid
lands of Kenya, and the interpretation of these data in terms
of recommendations for sustained forms of range land use.
Results will be presented in the form of reports and maps at
a 1 : IM scale for each district separately. These are to be
used by the Ministry of Livestock Development for both planning at ministerial level, as well as a first orientation for
extension officers at district location or grazing block
level.
The study is essentially a multidisciplinary one, in which are
engaged a climatologist; a vegetation/range ecologist; a landforms/soils specialist; a hydrologist and a livestock agronomist.
The project started in 1986 and will be on-going to at least
December 1991. Of the nine districts concerned, so far the
survey of the Marsabit, Wajir, Samburu, Mandera and Baringo
Districts, have been completed.
The present report concerns Isiolo District, and covers the
fifth consultancy to the Range Management Handbook Project.
The Winand Staring Centre participates in the project by
providing the expertise for the landforms and soils inventory
and for its interpretation in terms of productive capacity of
rangelands and limitations to range land use.
The consultant travelled to Kenya on the 26th of January 1990
to carry out the above mentioned survey in Isiolo District.
See Annex II for the Itinerary. Annex III contains the terms
of reference.
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2

ACHIEVEMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS OF THE ISIOLO DISTRICT
SURVEY

2.1

Survey preparation

In field surveys of large areas for which only a short time
period is available (25 000 km2 in three weeks time in the
present case), the interpretation of remote sensing material
is of crucial importance. Prior to field survey, a few days
were spent on the production of an interpretation map at scale
1 : 500 000 of the whole District. Twenty nine different
interpretation mapping units were identified with the help of
a 1 : 500 000 scale mozaic of Landsat Images (1976) and
individual Landsat Images of a different date (mostly January
1979), which cover only part of the District. A base map was
kindly provided by the Kenya Soil Survey. More than half of
the District is covered by geological maps. These provide very
valuable information in addition to the Exploratory Soil Map
of Kenya at scale 1 : 1 000 000 by Sombroek et al. (1982).
Apart from the 250.000 scale topomaps, use was made of
information on AMOCO oil exploration lines.
The interpretation map, a copy of which was provided to each
of the participating consultants prior to the field survey,
proved useful as a general overview and appeared sufficiently
accurate in most salient physiographic boundaries.
A drawback of the used satellite images is the rather poor
level of visible detail, especially in connection with field
orientation (exact location of tracks, roads, drainage ways,
villages, grazing block cutlines). To this problem the rather
old age of the images is added. Also the image quality in
respect to landform, land cover and vegetation boundaries is
in a number of cases inadequate.
It was rather fortunate that SPOT images (scale 1 : 250 000
and 1 : 100 00) could be used. These were present on the EMI
(Embu-Meru-Isiolo) Project. Both for field orientation and
interpretation purposes SPOT images, used in combination with
Landsat Imagery, proved extremely useful.

2.2

Field survey

The survey team consisted of a teamleader/technical adviser
(Dr. Walther) and his counterpart of the ministry of Livestock
Development (Mr. Shabaani), a vegetation/range ecologist (Dr.
Herlocker), a landform/soils specialist (Touber) and a hydrologist (Dr. Bake).
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Field checks were located at points identified beforehand as
representative according to the satellite image interpretation
map. The vegetation scientist and soil surveyor conducted
their observations simultaneously at the same sites. Soil and
landform characteristics that play a role in the performance
of rangeland were recorded, i.e. topography, steepness, drainage condition, soil moisture availability, rooting space,
degree of surface sealing, signs of rainwater run-off, flooding, ponding, humus content of the top soil, calcareousness,
salinity and pH (at the standard depths of 10, 40 and 90 cm),
soil consistence and texture. At most of the sites soil
fertility samples were taken. These were delivered at the
N.A.L. for "Mehlig" analysis, i.e. major nutrients, carbon
content, pH and salinity. Unfortunately, results of these
analyses were not available as yet by the time of report
preparation.
The cooperation between the soil surveyor and the vegetation
scientist is to ensure that the existing correlation between
landforms/soils and vegetation is expressed in the maps to be
produced. The vegetation scientist, as was the case in the
previous surveys, initiated interviews with local people which
not only revealed aspects on vegetation status and trend. It
also provided the surveyors with local "soil" names. In fact
these vernacular names stand for landform-soil-vegetation
complexes with their inherent production capacities and
management aspects throughout the various seasons. It appeared
no problem to correlate this local information to the
delineated physiographic mapping units. Survey results will be
much more useful now to the local authorities.
However, a drawback was experienced in this respect, as the
Borani soil terminology is not always consistent in its
concepts throughout the District. Also criteria for separating
one soil type from the other were not altogether clear in a
number of cases.
Field survey took place between February 1st and March 10th.
Some delay was experienced in the first half of the survey
period due to mechanical failure of a hired vehicle; as a
consequence the fieldwork period extended into the too early
rainy season. The northern parts of the District, hitherto
very little known due to its previous inaccessibility, are
nowadays crossed by numerous oil exploration lines. The
excellent opportunity to fill this knowledge-gap was
unfortunately missed, as the area, became inaccessible by the
onset of the rains. However, a survey flight was conducted,
during which we had the opportunity to view the areas in genuine
wet season conditions, which added well to a better understanding
of the area's ecology.
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2.3

Map and report preparation

After the field survey period a re-interpretation was done of
the Landsat Imagery, in combination with the SPOT images as
provided by the EMI Project.
Field data were put together on the basis of which twenty six
units were identified. These have been presented on a
1 : 500 000 scale map that forms a final draft map and legend
for publication in the handbook. Finalisation of the complete
technical report materialized in April/May 1990, Wageningen.
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ANNEX II :
Itinerary

Sat 27 Jan.
Sun 28 Jan.
Mon 29 Jan.

Tues 30 Jan
Wed 31 Jan.

Thus 1 Feb.
Fri 2 Feb
Sat 3 Feb.Mon 5 Feb.
Tues 6 Feb.
Wed 7 Feb.
Thurs 8 Feb.
Fri 9 Feb.

Sat 10 Feb.
Sun 11 Feb.Mon 12 Feb.
Tues 13 Feb.
Wed 14 Feb.
Thurs 15 Feb.
Fri 16 Feb.
Sat 17 Feb.

Travel by KL 595 from Amsterdam to Nairobi.
Buy food supplies. Interpretation of
Satellite imagery.
Meet Mr. Wokabi (ag.Head, KSS) and Mr.
Olulo (Head Cartography, KSS). Collection
of survey equipment and geological reports.
Preparation of satellite image
interpretation. Meet Dr. Walther,
teamleader RMHP; meet Dr. de Sonneville,
teamleader WRAP.
Satellite Image Interpretation; Load
vehicle; travel Nairobi-Isiolo.
Visit livestock office Isiolo-meet Mr. Jim
Sweet, Embu Meru Isiolo ASAL Livestock
Project technical cooperator; meet Mr.
Muthomi, Provincial Livestock Development
Officer; meet the District Commissioner,
Isiolo. Study E.M.I. SPOT images.
Interpretation SPOT images.
Travel Isiolo-Mado Gashi; meet District
Officer
Carry out field checks in Mado
Gashi - Habaswein - Sericho
Area; Exploration line to NW of Mado Gashi.
Carry out field checks Mado Gashi - Garba
Tula.
Meet D.O. Garba Tula, Mr. Owino. Carry out
field checks Garba Tula - Kinna - Kula Mawe
road. Breakdown of vehicle.
Travel Mado Gashi - Isiolo with assistance
of EMI vehicle. Report breakdown to car
hire company "Glory" in Nairobi.
Excessive rains. Arrival "Glory" mechanics.
Measure pH and EC on field samples. Study SPOT
imagery, while mechanics take off to Kula Mawe
to recover broken vehicle.
No return "Glory"-mechanics. Travel
Isiolo-Nairobi by MoLD-car.
Compile satellite image interpretation map.
Travel Nairobi - Isiolo in RMHP vehicle,
preparation for resuming fieldwork.
Travel Isiolo - Nyambeni Hills - Kinna Garba Tula
Conduct observations Garba
Tula - Benane - Rahole road & return.
Conduct observations on old Garba
Tula - Merti road.
Conduct observations along Garba Tula Malka Daka - Garfassa - Merti road and
return.
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Sun 18 Feb.
Mon 19 Feb.
Tues 20 Feb.
Wed 21 Feb.Thur 22 Feb.
Fri 23 Feb.
Sat 24 Feb.Tues 27 Feb.
Wed 28 Feb.
Thurs 1 Mar.
Fri 2 Mar.
Fri 2 Mar.
Thur 8 Mar.Fri 9 Mar.
Sat 10 Mar.Wed 14 Mar.
Wed 14 Mar.-

Conduct observations along Garba Tula Chandlers'Falls - Kula Mawe - Garba Tula
road.
Conduct observation along Garba Tula - Skot
road & return. Travel Garba Tula - Kinna Meru - Isiolo.
Isiolo. Measure pH and EC field samples,
study SPOT imagery.
Conduct observations Isiolo - Ngare Ndare
area.
Travel Isiolo - Merti.
Conduct observations in Merti area
Travel Merti - Isiolo
Study SPOT imagery Isiolo
Return Isiolo - Nairobi
Map and legend compilation; meetings with
Dr. Herlocker, Dr. Walther.
Survey flight over Isiolo District
Map and legend drawing; return eguipment to
Kenya Soil Survey.
Administrative matters at G.T.Z. office.
Travel Nairobi - Zurich; Thur 15 Mar.
Zurich - Amsterdam.
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ANNEX III: Terms of reference

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
11.1
11.2
11.3

11.4
11.5
11.6

The area investigation includes the Districts Wajir,
Mandera and Garissa.
Field work will be complemented by desk work on soils.
Field work will include certified spatial occurance of
generalized soil types in more than one land unit.
To point out erodibility or performance to erodibility
and erosion hazards by wind/water. This is necessary for
the number of stock which might be considered to use one
specific area.
To improve knowledge on soils during field work, whenever
possible, especially in respect to soil fertility, which
might effect growing performance of forage plants.
Information on the performance (soil fertility etc.) of
eroded soils should be given.
Recommendations should be given where to protect the soil
(i.e. which soil type and Range unit).
Geomorphological occurrence of the major units such as
slope gradients and exposure should be included.
To assist in mapping Range units (vegetation included).
To cooperate with the other scientists expecially during
field work.
Results:
Generalized draft maps (as produced for Marsabit
District) of related soils of the indicated areas.
Description of the newly grouped soils which is easily
understandable and usable by related (non-soil trained)
personnel.
Description of soil fertility - if possible with the
present informations available and the informations
collected during field work and its consequences for the
use of a particular Range.
Generalized maps of the Districts Wajir, Mandera and
Garissa.
Concise descriptions on the grouped soils of the above
districts.
Suggestions for further work/research.

Note:
If it is necessary to get analysis of soils - esp. soil
fertility-arrangements with N.A.L. and KSS will be done.

